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Annotation

 Meyer's criteria for evaluating for modularity 

 OOP – abstraction, info hiding, encapsulation, 
polymorphism

 Heuristics

 Metrics

 Coupling

 Cohesion

 OOP principles

 SOLID
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Meyer's Criteria for Evaluating 

for Modularity

 Decomposability

 Composability 

 Understandability 

 Continuity 

 Protection
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Decomposability

 Idea: decompose problem into smaller sub-
problems that can be solved separately

 Example: Top-Down Design

 Counter-example: Initialization Module
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Composability

 Idea: Freely combine modules to produce new 
systems

 Example: Math libraries, Unix command & pipes

 Counter-example: ?
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Understandability

 Idea: Individual modules to be understandable by 
human reader

 Example: ?

 Counter-example: Sequential Dependencies
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Continuity
 Idea: Small change in specification results in:

- changes in only a few modules

- does not affect the architecture

 Example: Symbolic Constants - const MaxSize = 100

 Counter-example: ?
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Protection
 Idea: Effects of an abnormal run-time condition is confined 

to a few modules

 Example: Validating input 

 Counter-example: ?
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Two Principles for Software 

Development 

KISS: Keep it simple 

& stupid

Supports: 

Understandablity 

Composability

Decomposability

Small is Beautiful

Def.: Upper bound for average size 

(lines of code) of an operation 

[Lorenz’93]:
Smalltalk – 8

C++ - 24

Supports:

Decomposability 

Composability 

Understandability

http://www.eli.sdsu.edu/courses/spring98/cs635/notes/intro/intro_fn.html
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Object-Oriented Programming 
 Language Level Definition 
Class

Object

 Inheritance

 Conceptual Level Definition 
Abstraction

Delegation

Encapsulation

 Information Hiding

Hierarchy
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Language Level Definition of 

OOP : Object
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Language Level Definition of 

OOP : Class
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Conceptual Level Definition of

OOP: Abstraction 1 of 2

 Abstraction - the practice of ignoring details so 
that one can focus on the key concept 

 "Extracting the essential details about an item or group of 
items, while ignoring the unessential details."
Edward Berard

 "The process of identifying common patterns that have 
systematic variations; an abstraction represents the 
common pattern and provides a means for specifying which 
variation to use."
Richard Gabriel
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Conceptual Level Definition of

OOP: Abstraction 2 of 2

Example 

 Pattern: Priority queue 

 Essential Details: 
 length 

 items in queue 

 operations to add/remove/find item 

 Variation: link list vs. array implementation; stack, 
queue 
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Conceptual Level Definition of OOP: 

Encapsulation, Information Hiding
 Information Hiding - hiding parts of the abstraction within 

an object

 Encapsulation - hiding of design decisions in a program 
that are most likely to change, thus protecting other parts 
of the program if the design decision is changes. Includes 
information hiding as the encapsulation of data 
representation details. Enclosing all parts of an 
abstraction within a class container.

 Example
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Conceptual Level Definition of OOP: 

Hierarchies

 Abstractions arranged in order of ranks or levels

Class Hierarchy Object Hierarchy
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Language Level Definition of 

OOP : Inheritance
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Sub-typing vs. implementation 

inheritance 

We can distinguish two broad classes of inheritance: 

 Sub-typing
 A logical classification of B as a subtype of A. Also called interface 

inheritance. The is-a argument is straightforward. A is usually an 
abstract class (or an interface in Java). All (or almost all) the 
operations of A are applicable to B. We expect to use Bs in mixed 
collections of As etc. We may often inherit some implementation at 
the same time. 

 Implementation inheritance
 Using the implementation of A for convenience in B. The is-a

argument may take some ingenuity. A is often concrete. Only some 
the operations of the operations of A are applicable to B. We 
probably won't use Bs in place of As. 

 Sub-typing is almost always OK, provided the classification 
is valid. Implementation inheritance is controversial.
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Two main reasons to use 

inheritance:

 To promote code reuse - we create a fairly generic version 

of a class with the intention of creating more specialized 

subclasses that inherit from it (e.g., by addition of new 

methods to the specialized classes)

 To use polymorphism – e.g., when we want to loop through 

a list of different kinds of Shape objects, and invoke display() 

on each of them. At the time we write this class, we don't 

know every possible kind of Shape subclass that anyone 

else will ever write. 

Polymorphic method invocations apply only to instance 

methods!
22
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Conceptual Level Definition of 

OOP: Delegation

Three ways of reusing classes:

 Generalize A, usually by parameterization, so that it does the 

what you want as well as what it originally did. 

 Create a new class B which delegates operations to A, 

usually by having an object of class A as an instance variable 

and calling methods on that object. B is then a client of A.

 Create a new class B which inherits from A. B is then a 

subclass of A. 

 Open discussion – pro’s and con’s?
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IS-A and HAS-A relationships

 A Renault IS-A Car. 

 A Renault HAS-A Garage.

public class Car { }

public class Renault extends Car {

private Garage homeGarage;

public void park(int howFast) {

homeGarage.park(4); 

// Delegates parking to the Garage

}

}
24
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When referencing an object:

 A reference variable can be of only one type, and once 

declared, that type can never be changed (although the 

object it references can change).

 A reference is a variable, so it can be reassigned to other 

objects (unless the reference is declared final).

 A reference variable's type determines the methods that can 

be invoked on the referred object.

 A reference variable can refer to any object of the same type 

as the declared reference, or it can refer to any subtype of 

the declared type!

 A reference variable can be declared as a class type or an 

interface type (here, it can reference any object of any class 

that implements the interface).

Source: Java Certification Book
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Method overriding 1/3

 An instance method in a subclass with the same 

signature and return type as an instance method in the 

superclass overrides the superclass's method. 

 The argument list must exactly match that of the 

overridden method; if not - overloaded method!

 The return type must be the same as, or a subtype of, 

the return type declared in the original overridden 

method in the superclass. 

26
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Method overriding 2/3

 The access level can't be more restrictive than the 

overridden method's BUT CAN be less restrictive!

 Instance methods can be overridden only if they are 

inherited by a subclass:

within the same package as the superclass can 

override any superclass method not marked private

or final. 

A subclass in a different package can override only 

those non-final methods marked public or 

protected
27
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Method overriding 3/3

 The overriding method CAN throw any unchecked 

(runtime) exception.

 The overriding method must NOT throw checked 

exceptions that are new or broader than those declared 

by the overridden method. For example, a method that 

declares a FileNotFoundException cannot be overridden 

by a method that declares a SQLException or Exception.

 The overriding method can throw narrower or fewer 

exceptions!

 You cannot override a method marked final.

 You cannot override a method marked static. 

 If a method can't be inherited, you cannot override it!
28
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Invoking a Superclass Version of an 

Overridden Method
public class Car {

public void park() { }

public void showItself() {

// Useful printing code goes here

}

}

class BMW extends Car {

public void showItself(){

// Take advantage of Car code, then add some more

super.showItself(); // Invoke the superclass code

// Then do BMW-specific print work here

}

}
29
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Overriding and Covariant Returns
 When a subclass makes an override, it must define a 

method that matches the inherited version exactly. 

 Covariant return - since Java 5, you're allowed to 

change the return type in the overriding method as long 

as the new return type is a subtype of the declared 

return type of the overridden (superclass) method.

class Alpha {

Alpha doStuff(char c) {

return new Alpha();

}

}

class Beta extends Alpha {

Beta doStuff(char c) { // legal override in Java 1.5

return new Beta();

}

}
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Using Static’s
 Use static methods to implement behaviors that are not 

affected by the state of any instances.

 Use static variables to hold data that is class specific as 

opposed to instance specific - there will be only one copy 

of a static variable; static vars are shared b/n the objects.

 All static members belong to the class, not to any 

instance.

 A static method can't access an instance variable directly 

– e.g., main() needs reference to the object to access its 

var.

 Use the dot operator to access static members – hint.

 Static vars has default values

 Static methods can't refer to this and super.
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Overriding vs Hiding of Methods
 If a subclass defines a class method with the same signature 

as a class method in the superclass, the method in the 

subclass hides the one in the superclass.

 The version of the overridden method that gets invoked is the 

one in the subclass. The version of the hidden method that 

gets invoked depends on whether it is invoked from the 

superclass or the subclass.

public class Animal { 

public static void testClassMethod() { 

System.out.println(“Class method in 

Animal."); } 

public void testInstanceMethod() {

System.out.println(“Instance method 

in Animal."); } 

}

public class Cat extends Animal { 

public static void testClassMethod() {

System.out.println(“Class method in Cat."); 

} 

public void testInstanceMethod() {

System.out.println(“Instance method in 

Cat."); } 

public static void main(String[] args) { 

Cat myCat = new Cat(); 

Animal myAnimal = myCat;    

Animal.testClassMethod();

myAnimal.testInstanceMethod(); } 

}
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Overloaded methods:

Overloading let you reuse the same method name 

in a class, but with different arguments (and 

optionally, a different return type). 

Overloaded methods MUST change the argument 

list.

Overloaded methods CAN change the return type.

Overloaded methods CAN change the access 

modifier.

Overloaded methods CAN declare new or broader 

checked exceptions.

 A method can be overloaded in the same class or in 

a subclass.
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Concrete and Abstract Examples 

of Extends and Implements

Source: Java Certification Book
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Examples of legal and illegal 

class and interface declarations
class Foo { } // OK

class Bar implements Foo { } // No! Can't implement a class

interface Baz { } // OK

interface Fi { } // OK

interface Fee implements Baz { } // No! Interface can't  implement an interface

interface Zee implements Foo { } // No! Interface can't implement a class

interface Zoo extends Foo { } // No! Interface can't extend a class

interface Boo extends Fi { } // OK. Interface can extend an interface

class Toon extends Foo, Button { } // No! Class can't extend multiple classes

class Zoom implements Fi, Fee { } // OK. class can implement multiple interfaces

interface Vroom extends Fi, Fee { } // OK. interface can extend multiple interfaces

class Yow extends Foo implements Fi { } // OK. Class can do both 

Source: Java Certification Book
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Dynamic Method Dispatch

 dynamic method dispatch is the mechanism by 

which a call to an overridden method is resolved at 

run time,  rather than compile time. 

 this is the way Java implements run-time 

polymorphism.

 it is the type of the object being referred to (not the 

type of the reference variable) that determines 

which version of an overridden method will be 

executed.
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Example
class A {void callme() {System.out.println("Inside A's callme method");}}

class B extends A {

// override callme()

void callme() {System.out.println("Inside B's callme method");}

}

class C extends A {void callme() {System.out.println("Inside C's callme 

method");}

}

class Dispatch {

public static void main(String args[]) {

A a = new A(); // object of type A

B b = new B(); // object of type B

C c = new C(); // object of type C

A r; // obtain a reference of type A

r = a; // r refers to an A object

r.callme(); // calls A's version of callme

r = b; // r refers to a B object

r.callme(); // calls B's version of callme

r = c; // r refers to a C object

r.callme(); // calls C's version of callme

}

}
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casting down the 

inheritance tree to a 

more specific class

Downcasting

38

class Animal {

void makeNoise() {System.out.println("generic noise"); }

}

class Dog extends Animal {

void makeNoise() {System.out.println("bark"); }

void playDead() { System.out.println(" roll over"); }

}

class CastTest2 {

public static void main(String [] args) {

Animal [] a = {new Animal(), new Dog(), new Animal() };

for(Animal animal : a) {

animal.makeNoise();

if(animal instanceof Dog) {

Dog d = (Dog) animal; //need casting to the ref. var.!

d.playDead(); // try to do a Dog behavior 

}

}

}

}
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Do not rely only on the compiler!
class Animal { }

class Dog extends Animal { }

class DogTest {

public static void main(String [] args) {

Animal animal = new Animal();

Dog d = (Dog) animal; // compiles but fails later

// with run-time java.lang.ClassCastException

String s = (String) animal; // cannot compile!

// animal can't EVER be a String

}

}

Downcasting implies that later on you might 
want to invoke a more specific method
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Upcasting
 Unlike downcasting, upcasting (casting up the 

inheritance tree to a more general type) works implicitly 

 In a upcast we implicitly restrict the number of methods 

you can invoke, while downcasting implies that later we 

might want to invoke a more specific method:

class Animal { }

class Dog extends Animal { }

class DogTest {

public static void main(String [] args) {

Dog d = new Dog();

Animal a1 = d; // upcast ok with no explicit cast

Animal a2 = (Animal) d; // upcast ok with an explicit cast

}

}
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Class Constructors
 Every class, including abstract classes, MUST 

have a constructor.

Constructors in Java have no return type 

 Their names must exactly match the class name.

Constructor execution chaining:

Every constructor invokes the constructor of its 

superclass with an (implicit) call to super(), unless the 

constructor 

Finally, the Object constructor is invoked (Object is the 

ultimate superclass of all classesinvokes an overloaded 

constructor of the same class

Object instance variables are given their explicit (not 

default) values.
41
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Other Constructor Rules
 Constructors can use any access modifier, including private.

 If you don't type a constructor into your class code, a default 

constructor will be automatically generated by the compiler.

 The default constructor is ALWAYS a no-arg constructor.

 If you want a no-arg constructor and you've typed any other 

constructor(s) into your class code, the compiler won't provide the no-

arg constructor

 Only static variables and methods can be accessed as part of the call 

to super() or this().

 Abstract classes have constructors

 The only way a constructor can be invoked is from within another 

constructor.

 Constructors are never inherited - they aren't methods and can't 

be overridden
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Heuristics [Roger Whitney]

 A class should capture one and only one abstraction -
class = abstraction

 Keep related data and behavior in one place - an 
abstraction is both data and behavior (methods) = 
encapsulation

 All data should be hidden within the object = information 
hiding

 Beware of classes that have many access methods 
defined in their public interface. Having many implies 
that related data and behavior is not being kept in one 
place.
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The God Class Problem 

[Roger Whitney] (1/2)

 Distribute system intelligence horizontally as uniformly 
as possible, that is, the top-level classes in a design 
should share the work uniformly.

 Do not create god classes/objects in your system. Be 
very suspicious of a class whose name contains Driver, 
Manager, System, or Subsystem

 Beware of classes that have too much non-
communicating behavior, that is, methods that operate 
on a subset of the data members of a class. God classes 
often exhibit much non-communicating behavior.
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The God Class Problem 

[Roger Whitney] (2/2)

solution ->
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Metrics [Roger Whitney] (1/2)

 Upper bound for number of statements in 
average method size: Smalltalk - 5, C++/Java -
15 

 Average number of methods per class should be 
less than 20

 The average number of instance variables 
(fields, data members) per class should be less 
than 6

 The class hierarchy nesting level should be less 
than 6
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Metrics [Roger Whitney] (2/2)

 The average number of comments lines per 
method should be greater than 1

 The number of problem reports per class should 
be low

 C++ will have 2 to 3 times the lines of code of 
Smalltalk

 Code volume will expand in the first half of the 
project and decline in the second half, as 
reviews clean up the system
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Coupling
 Coupling - the degree of dependency between two program 

modules such as classes. If two classes are highly coupled 
then they are highly interdependent and rely on each other 

 Decomposable system - One or more of the components 
of a system have no interactions or other interrelationships 
with any of the other components at the same level of 
abstraction within the system 

 A nearly decomposable system - Every component of the 
system has a direct or indirect interaction or other 
interrelationship with every other component at the same 
level of abstraction within the same system 

 Design Goal - The interaction or other interrelationship 
between any two components at the same level of 
abstraction within the system be as weak as possible
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Measure of the modular 

interdependence

 Unnecessary object coupling:

 needlessly decreases the reusability of the 

coupled objects

 increases the chances of system corruption

when changes are made to one or more of 

the coupled objects
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Types of Modular Coupling

In order of desirability

Cure:

Decompose 

the operation 

into multiple 

primitive 

operations

 Data Coupling (weakest  most desirable) - output from 
one module is the input to another 

 Control Coupling - passing control flags between 
modules so that one module controls the sequencing of 
the processing steps in another module. 

 Global Data Coupling - two or more modules share the 
same global data structures 

 Internal Data Coupling (strongest  least desirable) - One 
module directly modifies local data of another module (like
C++ Friends)

 Content Coupling (unrated)- some or all of the contents of 
one module are included in the contents of another (like 
C/C++ header files) 
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Cohesion 
 "Cohesion is the degree to which the tasks performed by a 

single module are functionally related.“ IEEE, 1983

 "A software component is said to exhibit a high degree of 
cohesion if the elements in that unit exhibit a high degree 
of functional relatedness. This means that each element in 
the program unit should be essential for that unit to 
achieve its purpose.“ Sommerville, 1989

 Types of Module Cohesion 
 Coincidental (worst) 

 Logical 

 Temporal 

 Procedural 

 Communication 

 Sequential 

 Functional (best)

Source: 1) Object Coupling and Object 

Cohesion, chapter 7 of Essays on Object-

Oriented Software Engineering, Vol 1, Berard, 

Prentice-Hall, 1993; 

2) SDSU & Roger Whitney; 
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Coincidental Module Cohesion
 Little or no constructive relationship among the elements of 

the module 

 Common Object Occurrence: 
 Object does not represent any single object-oriented concept 

 Collection of commonly used source code as a class inherited via 
multiple inheritance

 Example:

class Rous { 
public static int findPattern( String text, String pattern) { 

// blah

} 

public static int average( Vector numbers ) { 

// blah

} 

public static OutputStream openFile( String fileName ) { 

// blah

} 

}

Source: 1) Object Coupling and Object Cohesion, chapter 7 of Essays 

on Object-Oriented Software Engineering, Vol 1, Berard, Prentice-Hall, 1993; 

2) SDSU & Roger Whitney; 
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Logical Module Cohesion
 Module performs a set of related functions, one of which is 

selected via function parameter when calling the module 

 Similar to control coupling 

 Cure: isolate each function into separate operations
public void sample( int flag ) { 

switch ( flag ) { 

case ON: 

// bunch of on stuff 

break; 

case OFF: 

// bunch of off stuff 

break; 

case CLOSE:

// bunch of close stuff 

break; 

} 

}

Source: 1) Object Coupling and Object Cohesion, chapter 7 of Essays 

on Object-Oriented Software Engineering, Vol 1, Berard, Prentice-Hall, 1993; 

2) SDSU & Roger Whitney; 
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Temporal Module Cohesion
 Elements are grouped into a module as they are all processed 

within the same limited time period 

 Common example: 
 "Initialization" modules that provide default values for objects 

 "End of Job" modules that clean up

procedure initializeData() { 

font = "times"; windowSize = "200,400"; 

foo.name = "Not Set"; foo.size = 12; 

foo.location = "/usr/local/lib/java"; 

}

 Cure: Each object should have a constructor and destructor 

class foo { 

public foo() { 

foo.name = "Not Set"; 

foo.size = 12; 

foo.location = "/usr/local/lib/java"; 

} 

} 

Source: 1) Object Coupling and Object Cohesion, chapter 7 of Essays 

on Object-Oriented Software Engineering, Vol 1, Berard, Prentice-Hall, 1993; 

2) SDSU & Roger Whitney; 

Call these constructors/ 

destructors from a non-object 

oriented routine that performs a 

single, cohesive task
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Procedural Module Cohesion

 Associates processing elements on the basis of 
their procedural or algorithmic relationships 

 Procedural modules are application specific 

 In context the module seems reasonable 

 Removed from the context these modules seem 
strange and very hard to understand 

 BUT:
 Cannot understand module without understanding the 

program and the conditions existing when module is 
called

Makes module hard to modify and understand 

 Cure: redesign the system

 Class Builder verse Program writer

Source: 1) Object Coupling and Object Cohesion, chapter 7 of Essays 

on Object-Oriented Software Engineering, Vol 1, Berard, Prentice-Hall, 1993; 

2) SDSU & Roger Whitney; 
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Communication
Module Cohesion

 Operations of a module all operate upon the 
same input data set 

and/or 
produce the same output data

Cure:

 Isolate each element into a separate modules 

 Rarely occurs in object-oriented systems due to 
polymorphism 

Source: 1) Object Coupling and Object Cohesion, chapter 7 of Essays 

on Object-Oriented Software Engineering, Vol 1, Berard, Prentice-Hall, 1993; 

2) SDSU & Roger Whitney; 
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Sequential (Pipeline)

Module Cohesion

 Sequential association the type in which the 
output data from one processing element serve 
as input data for the next processing element 

 A module that performs multiple sequential 
functions where the sequential relationship 
among all of the functions is implied by the 
problems or application statement and where 
there is a data relationship among all of the 
functions 

Cure:

 Decompose into smaller modules

Source: 1) Object Coupling and Object Cohesion, chapter 7 of Essays 

on Object-Oriented Software Engineering, Vol 1, Berard, Prentice-Hall, 1993; 

2) SDSU & Roger Whitney; 
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Functional Module Cohesion

 If the operations of a module can be collectively 
described as a single specific function in a 
coherent way, the module has functional 
cohesion 

 If not, the module has lower type of cohesion 

 In an object-oriented system: 
 Each operation in public interface of an object should 

be functional cohesive 

 Each object should represent a single cohesive 
concept

Source: 1) Object Coupling and Object Cohesion, chapter 7 of Essays 

on Object-Oriented Software Engineering, Vol 1, Berard, Prentice-Hall, 1993; 

2) SDSU & Roger Whitney; 
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SOLID Class Design Principles

 SRP: The Single Responsibility Principle

 OCP: The Open/Closed Principle

 LSP: The Liskov Substitution Principle

 ISP: The Interface Segregation Principle

 DIP: The Dependency Inversion Principle

Source: Agile Software Development: Principles, Patterns, and Practices.

Robert C. Martin, Prentice Hall, 2002.
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SRP: The Single Responsibility 

Principle 1/2

 In object-oriented programming, the single responsibility 
principle states that every object should have a single 
responsibility, and that responsibility should be entirely 
encapsulated by the class. All its services should be narrowly 
aligned with that responsibility.

 The term was introduced by Robert C. Martin in his Principles 
of Object Oriented Design, and his book Agile Software 
Development, Principles, Patterns, and Practices - described 
it as being based on the principle of cohesion.

 The single responsibility principle is used in responsibility 
driven design methodologies like the Responsibility Driven 
Design (RDD) and the Use Case / Responsibility Driven 
Analysis and Design (URDAD).

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/
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SRP: The Single Responsibility 

Principle 2/2

 Example: consider a module that compiles and prints a 
report. Such a module can be changed for two reasons:
 First, the content of the report can change. 

 Second, the format of the report can change. 

 These two things change for very different causes; one 
substantive, and one cosmetic. The single responsibility 
principle says that these two aspects of the problem are 
really two separate responsibilities, and should therefore be 
in separate classes or modules. It would be a bad design to 
couple two things that change for different reasons at 
different times.

 The reason it is important to keep a class focused on a single 
concern is that it makes the class more robust. Continuing 
with the foregoing example, if there is a change to the report 
compilation process, there is greater danger that the printing 
code will break if it is part of the same class.
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OCP: The Open/Closed Principle 1/2

 The open/closed principle states: "software entities 
(classes, modules, functions, etc.) should be open 
for extension, but closed for modification";

 An entity can allow its behavior to be modified 
without altering its source code. 

 This is especially valuable in a production 
environment, where changes to source code may 
necessitate code reviews, unit tests, and other such 
procedures to qualify it for use in a product: code 
obeying the principle doesn't change when it is 
extended, and therefore needs no such effort.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/
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OCP: The Open/Closed Principle 2/2
 Meyer's Open/Closed Principle - in his 1988 book Object 

Oriented Software Construction: once completed, the 
implementation of a class could only be modified to correct 
errors; new or changed features would require that a 
different class be created. That class could reuse coding 
from the original class through inheritance. The derived 
subclass might or might not have the same interface as the 
original class - advocates implementation inheritance – the 
existing implementation is closed to modifications, and new 
implementations need not implement the existing interface.

 Polymorphic Open/Closed Principle - Robert C. Martin's 1996 
article "The Open-Closed Principle" redefines it to refer to the 
use of abstracted interfaces, where the implementations can 
be changed and multiple implementations could be created 
and polymorphically substituted for each other - advocates 
inheritance from abstract base classes. The existing interface 
is closed to modifications. Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/
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LSP: The Liskov Substitution Principle 
 Barbara Liskov in a 1987: Let q(x) be a property provable 

about objects x of type T. Then q(y) should be true for 
objects y of type S where S is a subtype of T.

 Liskov's notion of a behavioral subtype defines a notion of 
substitutability for mutable objects; that is, if S is a subtype of 
T, then objects of type T in a program may be replaced with 
objects of type S without altering any of the desirable 
properties of that program (e.g., correctness).

 Behavioral subtyping is a stronger notion than typical 
subtyping of functions defined in type theory, which relies 
only on the contravariance of argument types and covariance 
of the return type:
 Contravariance (converting narrower from to wider) of method 

arguments in the subtype.

 Covariance (converting from wider to narrower) of return types in the 
subtype.

 No new exceptions should be thrown by methods of the subtype, 
except where those exceptions are themselves subtypes of 
exceptions thrown by the methods of the supertype.
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ISP: The Interface Segregation Principle
 The ISP was formulated by Robert C. Martin for Xerox. Xerox 

had created a new printer system which could perform a 
variety of tasks such as stapling a set of printed papers, faxing, 
and so forth. The software grew it became harder and harder 
to change - there was one main Job class that was used by 
almost all of the tasks. Anytime a print job or a stapling had to 
be done, a call was made to some method in the Job class. 
This meant that the Job class was getting huge or 'fat', full of 
tons of different methods which were specific to a variety of 
different clients. 

 Martin suggested that they add a layer of interfaces to sit 
between the Job class and all of its clients. Using the 
properties of the Dependency Inversion Principle, all of the 
dependencies could be reversed. Instead of having just one 
'fat' Job class that all the tasks used, there would be a Staple 
Job interface or a Print Job interface that would be used by the 
Staple class or Print class, respectively, and would call 
methods of the Job class. Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/
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DIP: The Dependency Inversion Principle

 Coined by Robert C. Martin in 1996

 DIP refers to a specific form of decoupling where 
conventional dependency relationships established 
from high-level, policy-setting modules to low-level, 
dependency modules are inverted (e.g. reversed) 
for the purpose of rendering high-level modules 
independent of the low-level module 
implementation details. 

 DIP states:
 A. High-level modules should not depend on low-level 

modules. Both should depend on abstractions.

 B. Abstractions should not depend upon details. 
Details should depend upon abstractions.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/
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SOLID Class Design Principles

 SRP: The Single Responsibility Principle

 OCP: The Open/Closed Principle

 LSP: The Liskov Substitution Principle

 ISP: The Interface Segregation Principle

 DIP: The Dependency Inversion Principle

Homework:

http://butunclebob.com/files/SDWest2006/AdvancedPrinciplesOfClassDesign.ppt


